
  
  
  

Move-In/Move   Out   Cleaning   
Is   a   deep   clean   for   empty   homes,   let's   impress.    All   features   of   a   deep   cleaning   PLUS   with   the   home   
empty   we   can   get   all   the   places   that   otherwise   go   untouched.     

  
➔ Added    inside   the   cabinets   and   drawers   in   the   kitchen,   bathrooms,   and   laundry   room.     
➔ Added    inside   the   interior   of   the   Refrigerator,   Dishwasher,   and   interior   oven   door   

window.   
◆ Oven   cleaning   may   be   added   for   $45   

➔ Also   included    are   the   inside   closets,   wiping   down   racks   and   shelves   as   well   as   pantry   
rooms,   closets,   and   all   exposed   areas.     

➔ Carpet   Cleaning    may   be   added   for   as   little   as   $35   per   room.     
  

Whole-Home     
➔   Dusting   at   High,   mid,   and   low   levels.   

◆ Cobweb   patrol   and   high   pole   dusting   on   lights,   ceiling   fans,   vents,   and   air   
intakes.   

➔ Wet   wipe   all   light   switches   and   plates.   
➔ Window   blinds   dusted   (both   sides)     
➔ Window   woodwork,   sash,   and   sill   washed.   
➔ Baseboards   and   decorative   wall   woodwork   wet   washed.   
➔   Stairs   swept,   mopped   vacuumed.   

◆ Stair   rail   wet   washed   to   remove   hand   dirt.  
◆ Spindles   on   stair   railing   wet   wiped.   

➔ Flooring    
◆ As   per   the   best   method   for   flooring   type   or    as   per   client   preference.     

➔ Carpet   -Vacuum.   
➔ Tile/linoleum   -   Mop.   
➔ Wood/plank/laminate-   PH   Neutral   cleaner,   and   Microfiber   wet   mop.     

  
Bed   Rooms     
➔ Closet   floors   vacuumed.     
➔ Also   included    are   the   inside   closets,   wiping   down   racks   and   shelves     
➔ And   everything   listed   in   “Whole-Home”   that   applies.   

  
Bathrooms   
➔ Shower/Tub/Door   

◆ Cleaned   free   of   soap   scum,   mold,   and   stains.     
◆ Showerhead   cleaned   and   shined   with   a   dry   rag.   
◆ The   ledge   at   top   of   the   shower   walls   and   shower   curtain   rod   dusted.     



  
◆ Shower/Tub   items   on   shelves   moved   to   clean   the   shelf   and   replaced.    

➔ Towel   Racks   dusted/cleaned.     
➔ Mirrors   cleaned   and   dried   streak-free.     
➔ Lights,   fans,   and   vents   cleaned/hand   washed   within   arms   reach   on   a   three-step   stool.  
➔ Countertops   and,   all   items   on   the   counter   are   wiped   clean   and   returned   as   before   or   in   

an   orderly   fashion.     
➔ Tip(s)   of   faucet   cleaned   free   of   toothpaste   or   any   buildup   and   faucets   shined.     
➔ Bathroom   cabinets   wet   washed.   
➔ The   area   under   cabinets   dusted   free   of   cobwebs   and   no   hair   on   the   floors.     
➔ Toilet   exterior   cleaned   from   top   to   bottom   including   all   surfaces   of   seat   and   lid.     
➔ Toilet   interior   cleaned   of   all   stains.    
➔ Clean   stands   for   toilet   paper,   toilet   brushes,   and   plunger.     
➔ The   floor   behind   the   toilet   is   cleaned   &   baseboards   around   the   toilet   hand   wiped   clean.     
➔ All   baseboards   are   hand   wiped   throughout   the   bathroom.   
➔ And   everything   listed   in   “Whole-Home”   that   applies.   

  
Kitchen   
➔ Clean   and   sanitize   all   hard   surfaces.   
➔ Cabinet   exteriors   and   knobs   hand   washed   cleaned   (no   spots).   

◆ The   area   underneath   kitchen   cabinets   will   be   wiped   and   free   of   cobwebs.   
➔ Counter   items   removed,   counters/backsplash   cleaned,   replace,   and   organized.   
➔ Rangehood.     

◆ outside   surfaces   wiped   clean.   
◆ Inside   surfaces   degreased   and   cleaned.   

➔ Range.     
◆ Stovetop,   front,   grates,   and   drip   pans   are   cleaned.   
◆ Oven   exterior   front   and   sides   cleaned.   

● Oven   cleaning   may   be   purchased   for   an   additional   service   fee.   
➔ Appliance   outsides   are   cleaned.   
➔ Dishwasher   inside   door   edges   wiped   out.   
➔ Microwave   interior   cleaned.   
➔ Refrigerator   -   Top   dusted,   front,   edges   and   sides   cleaned   and   shined   as   per   surface   

type,   sides   dusted,   and   door   cleaned.   Interior   is   included.   
➔ Sinks   cleaned   and   scrubbed   with   a   non-abrasive   cleaner,   faucets   cleaned   and   shined.   
➔ Inside   window   over   sink   cleaned   within   arms   reach.   
➔ Clean   gaps   between   the   frig,   wall   &   cabinets   to   remove   cobwebs   and   clean   the   floor.   
➔ And   everything   listed   in   “Whole-Home”   that   applies.   

  
Entrances   /   Foyer     
➔ Windows   on   the   FRONT   door   cleaned   inside   and   outside.     (Narrow   windows   on   each   

side   of   the   front   door   included.)     



  
➔ Windows   on   BACK   door   cleaned   inside   and   outside.   
➔ Inside   and   outside   of   the   front   and   rear   storm   door   are   included.     
➔ And   everything   listed   in   “Whole-Home”   that   applies.   

  
Laundry   Room   
➔ Clean   gaps   between   washers   &   dryer,   wall   &   cabinets   to   remove   cobwebs   and   clean   

floor.     
➔ Sinks   and   counters   cleaned.     
➔ Cabinet   doors   and   knobs   washed   and   cleaned   spot-free.   
➔ Countertops   and   backsplash   cleaned   front   to   back.   
➔ The   area   underneath   cabinets   and   kick   plates   free   of   cobwebs.   
➔ And   everything   listed   in   “Whole-Home”   that   applies.   

  
  


